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Motivation
Why should I learn memory management concepts?
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Allocation of 
Memory

- Objects
- Memory Management Model
- Threshold
- Big object allocation
- Small object allocation
- Object Specifics



Everything Is An Object

- In python everything is an 
object
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Small Object Threshold

obj size > 512 bytes = Big

obj size < 512 bytes = Small



Big Objects

- Not our concern
- Uses system allocator



Small Objects

- Managed with 3 level of 
abstractions

- Blocks encapsulates objects
- Pools contains same sized blocks
- Arena’s contains pool



Blocks
First level of 
abstractions

- 8-byte-alignment 
Notation

- Implementation



8-byte-alignment 
Notation

- The block size 
can be range(8, 
512+1, 8). 

- The size idx 
value can be 
found with 
(allocated 
space / 8) - 1

Object Size 
(bytes)

Allocated Space 
(bytes)

Size Idx

1-8 8 0

9-16 16 1

17-24 24 2

25-32 32 3

33-40 40 4

505-512 512 63



Implementation

- They designed for containing python objects
- Uses 8-byte-alignment notation for better 

management over free blocks
- Marked as free and linked to free blocks 

when their object deallocated.



Pools
encapsulates same sized 

blocks.

- Implementation
- States



Implementation

- Contains same sized blocks
- 4K Size
- Every pool has a pool_header 

overhead for meta information.
- Every pool linked together with 

nextpool & prevpool ptrs.



Implementation - Free Block

- Linked List of 
Blocks

- Blocks inserted 
whenever they 
freed.



States of Blocks
Used Full Empty



Arenas
Encapsulates pools

- Implementation



Implementation

- Contains 64 pools. 
- Size is 256kb. A big block of 

memory.
- System allocator only allocates 

space for arenas. The other 
abstractions uses this space.

- Also they are linked together 
like pools.



Object Specifics - String Interning
- Small Integers



String Interning

- One object and multiple 
names assigned to it

- Happens in Compile Time
- By default basic strings



Small Integers

- between -5 … 256
- has internal references



Garbage 
Collection

Deallocation of Memory

- Reference Counting
- Generational GC



What is Reference Count?

- Reference
- Ref Count



Good Sides vs Bad Sides

- Easy to find unused object
- No need for marking

- Overhead
- No support cyclical references.
- One of the reasons of GIL



What is Generational GC?

- A GC type powered by a 
tracing algorithm called 
Mark&Sweep 

- Has generations and the 
generations helps GC to 
find cyclic references.
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How To Track / 
Manage It - gc

- tracemalloc



Garbage Collector Interface - GC



Trace memory allocations - TraceMalloc



Debug Malloc Stats

PYTHONMALLOC

- debug
- malloc_debug
- pymalloc_debug



Questions?


